Hygiene Services

Helping
create
washrooms
that wow

Choose
Lindström
HYGIENE
PRODUCTS for
hygiene that wows
the biggest crowds
and impress with
the cleanest brand
image
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Wave goodbye
to waste!
The less litter, the better! The benefit of litter-free
hygiene services is truly indisputable.
Cloth roll hand towels cut back on paper waste, keeping
your washrooms spotless and litter-free which means
savings on cleaning costs as well. It’s great for the
environment, too!
The environmental impact of our products and
services is important to us, and we always take it into
consideration. For example, the Lindström towel roll
system has earned the Nordic Ecolabel, not only for the
product, but for the entire service.

Washrooms
to wow
For a better customer experience, washrooms don’t only
need to be functional, but also clean and high-quality.
A sparkling, stylish washroom makes a huge impression
on people, underlining just how much your company
values its personnel and customers.
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Dazzle
customers with
wonderful
washrooms
The right hygiene service can turn a mundane
washroom into a stylish expression of your company
identity. For example, towel dispensers can be
customised to showcase your brand, coming in a
variety of colours, patterns, and even your company
logo or a unique photo.

More sparkle to
the working day
The cleanliness of your washrooms directly
affects the well-being, comfort and hygiene of
both personnel and customers. Providing them
with spotless and functional facilities will add
sparkle to their working day, while a winning
washroom is a natural contribution to a winning
image of your company. After all, if we’re honest,
nothing makes a worse impression than a dirty,
uninviting washroom.
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Why buy when
you can rent?
Our professionals will help you choose the best options,
as well as take care of everything from deliveries and
pickups to installations, maintenance, replacements
and training. With our meticulous service and unlimited
warranty, we’ll make sure our equipment is always
functional, too.
Our cost-effective services allow you to invest in
your company and customers rather than stock and
supplies. If you prefer to focus on more important
things than whether your washrooms are running
low on toilet paper, contact us to enjoy way better
washrooms.

ASSESMENT OF NEEDS,
DESIGN AND PURCHASE

LAUNDRY AND MAINTENANCE

STORAGE AND
DISPOSAL OF PRODUCTS

DELIVERIES
AND PICK-UPS
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Easy does it
The Easy service combines cloth towel roll deliveries
with automatic restocking of soaps, toilet paper and
paper towels. This simple and streamlined service
saves you valuable work time because we bring the
products right to your cleaning cabinet’s shelf. The
Easy service is an excellent solution for sites with
large-scale consumption.

Easy – it really is this simple
• Ensures that you have exactly what you need,
when you need it
• Automates the inventory check and maintenance
measures
• Significantly reduces ordering and invoicing
routines
• Frees up storage space – and head space –
for other use

The smarter
washroom
experience
When fitted with our thin and wireless Smart Lid
advertisement screens, your towel dispensers
will become an even more powerful branding
tool. Using a mobile network, you can quickly and
easily update the screen to deliver any corporate
message or service quality update, such as the
need for a roll replacement or a maintenance
update. The display functions for up to a year
on a single charge, helping you achieve a better
customer experience, while optimizing your
cleaning costs. Happy customers spend more
time than average on the premises, spend more
money and also recommend your facilities,
services and products to others.
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Better
hygiene
is in
your hands!

Proven to
be the most
hygienic
Carefully drying freshly washed hands has a huge
effect on hygiene. Research has found that cloth
roll towels are just as effective and hygienic as
disposable paper towels, and much more hygienic
than electric hand dryers. Drying hands with a
cloth roll towel eliminates 99.99% of bacteria,
conforming with the European hand hygiene
standard EN 1499 guideline of 99.9%. This means
our hand towel dispenser is the best way to
dry your hands in public places and healthcare
environments.

*Hjelt-instituutti 2013
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Lindström Group
We at Lindström take care of people at their work. Our
easy and smoothly adaptable rental services enhance
safety, hygiene and customer experience. We are a
responsible corporate citizen and an engaging employer
of over 3000 people in Europe and Asia. Our vision is to
be a solid, half a billion euro company achieving excellent
customer experiences with engaged employees.

LINDSTRÖM OY
Hermannin rantatie 8 / PO 29
00581 Helsinki, Finland
t. +358 20 111 600
firstname.surname@lindstromgroup.com
www.lindstromgroup.com
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